Working in positive prime characteristic throughout, we show that excellent rings of dimension 2 or smaller have completely stable test elements and use this to show that excellent domains of dimension 3 have the uniform Artin-Rees property.
Introduction
By a ring we mean a commutative ring with unit. We use the term local ring to mean a Noetherian ring with unique maximal ideal. If (R, m) is local then we denote the m-adic completion of R by R.
Let R be a Noetherian ring of positive prime characteristic p . Hochster and Huneke have defined the following "tight closure" operation on an ideal / C R: x e R is in the tight closure of / if there exists c not in any minimal prime of R such that cxp€ e (i"e : i e I)R for all e sufficiently large. This simple definition has led to numerous strong results for rings of equal characteristic. A priori, the element c depends both on x and the ideal /. Therefore, it is of interest to find those rings where there are elements that work for all tight closure tests. Such elements are called test elements. Their existence is interesting in its own right and in addition their presence makes possible arguments that have at first glance no connection to tight closure. For instance, Huneke uses test elements to obtain the uniform Artin-Rees property for many rings in [Hu] .
If R is a Noetherian domain of characteristic p (or even reduced) then R has an extension containing all pth roots (see below). Given an ideal / C R, we obtain an ideal IRx/pnR, which we will call the pth-root closure of /. The pth-root closure is contained in the tight closure so if R has a test element c then c multiplies pth-root closure back into the original ideal. Our first result, Theorem 1.2, shows a partial converse to this fact. Under mild conditions on the domain R, if Rc is regular and c kills pth-root closure then c3 is a test element.
Our motivation for proving Theorem 1.2 was to aid in proving that all sufficiently good rings have a test element. Hochster and Huneke have shown that a much stronger statement holds for rings such that Rx/P is a finite i?-module (see Theorem l.D) and, by reduction to this case, for all reduced rings of essentially finite type over a sufficiently good local ring (see Theorem l.A). In Theorem 1.3 we obtain the desired result on the existence of test elements for excellent rings of dimension two or smaller.
In the second section of this paper we apply Theorem 1.3 to obtain a new proof of a result of Huneke's on the uniform Artin-Rees property (in characteristic p). By developing the theory of test elements in dimension two or less, we can give a new proof that excellent domains of dimension three have the uniform Artin-Rees property. Huneke proves this (with no characteristic conditions) but uses resolution of singularities.
Test elements
All rings in this section have characteristic p, where p is a positive prime integer. We use e to denote a nonnegative integer and q = pe to denote the corresponding power of p. For a ring R, we use R° to denote R -(J { minimal primes of R} . If R is a domain then by adjoining pth roots for all the elements of R (say in some algebraic closure of the fraction field of R ) we obtain a ring, denoted by Rxlp, which contains R as a subring. If R is reduced, with minimal primes Qi, ... , Qt, then the map R -► n!=i R-IQi is injective and we obtain Rxlp as the obvious subring of Yl(R/Qi)l^p ■ In [HH2] the following result is proved.
Theorem l.A. (a) Let (R, m, k) be a local ring of characteristic p such that R -► R has regular fibers and let c e R° be any element such that (RTe<i)c is regular. Then c has a power that is a completely stable q'-weak test element for R.
If R is reduced, then c has a power that is a completely stable test element for R.
In particular, if R is an excellent local ring, then R has a completely stable q'-weak test element; if, moreover, R is reduced, then R has a completely stable test element.
(b) Let R be an algebra of finite type over a local ring (B, m,k) such that B -► B has smooth fibers (e.g., such that B is excellent). Let c be an element of R° such that (Rred)c is regular. Then c has a power that is a completely stable weak test element for R. If R is reduced, then c has a power that is a completely stable test element for R.
A ring R is excellent if it is Noetherian, universally catenary, a G-ring (i.e., Rp -> Rp is geometrically regular for all primes P e Spec(R)), and the regular locus of any finitely generated /^-algebra domain is open. For more information see [Ma, Gr] .
For convenience we recall the definitions of tight closure and (completely stable) (weak) test elements.
Definition. Let / C R be an ideal. Then the element x e R, is in the tight closure of /, denoted / * , if there exists a c e R° such that cxq e PqX for all q » 0, where /M = (iq : i e I)R .
Remark. If R is a domain then for all ideals I C R the /Uh-root closure of / License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use is contained in the tight closure of /. If x = J2 hrj (**e-j x is in the /rth-root closure of /) then lx" = £ i^rf" e I™ so x e I * .
Definition. We say that the ring R is weakly F-regular if all ideals of R are tightly closed. We say that R is F-regular if Rp is weakly F-regular for all primes P C R. We note that [HH1, Theorem 4.6] says that regular rings are F-regular. In this case, every element of R° is a test element.
The question of whether there is a single element c e R° that works for every tight closure test (for every ideal) arises naturally and leads to the next definition.
Definition. Let c e R°. Then c is said to be a q'-weak test element if for all ideals / and all elements x e I * we have cxq e I[ql for all q > q'. If q' = 1 then we call c a test element. If c is a g'-weak test element and for all primes P e Spec(R) the image of c in RP (resp. Rp ) is a <?'-weak test element then c is called a q'-weak locally stable (resp. q'-weak completely stable) test element. If, in this case, q' = 1 then c is a locally stable (resp. completely stable) test element.
Remark. [HH1, Proposition 6.1c] shows that if c is a ^'-weak completely stable test element then c is a g'-weak test element for RP for every prime P in R, i.e., c is locally stable. [HH1, Corollary 6.2a] then shows that c is a q'-weak test element in U~XR for any multiplicative system U C R.
Remark. There is a definition of tight closure for modules using the Frobenius functor (see [HH1, §8] ). All the definitions of test element have module counterparts. Theorem 1 .A is actually a statement about test elements for modules. With mild hypotheses on the ring (e.g., that all local rings are approximately Gorenstein, see [Ho] -excellent domains are approximately Gorenstein) the two notions of (completely stable) test element coincide (cf. [HH1, (8.6 ) ff]). Thus for simplicity we will prove our theorems for ideal tight closure but note once and for all this is sufficient in the cases we are interested in.
We wish to discuss the extension of Theorem 1 .A to the global case, but first we note some general reductions concerning test elements. The next two results are in §6 of [HH1] (cf. (6.1) and (6.25) there).
Proposition l.B. Let R be Noetherian of characteristic p and c e R. Then c is a q'-weak test element for R iff c/1 is a q'-weak test element for Rm for every maximal ideal m of R.
Proposition l.C. Let R be a Noetherian ring of characteristic p with minimal primes Pi, ... , Pt. Let N = Px n • • • n P, be the nilradical and suppose that Nlq"l = 0. If each of the rings R/Pj has a q'-weak test element then R has a q'q"-weak test element. Hence, if R is reduced and each R/Pj has a test element then R has a test element.
Remark. An immediate consequence of Proposition l.B and the definition of q'-v/eak completely stable test element is that Proposition 1 .B holds for q'-weak completely stable test elements (the only if part becomes trivial since it is part of the definition of completely stable). The same is true for Proposition l.C.
By virtue of Proposition 1 .C we will be concerned only with obtaining test elements for domains.
We review briefly the proof of Theorem l.A (in the local case). The hypothesis that R -» R has regular fibers allows passage to the complete case because then Rc is also regular and Lemma l.E reduces the claim to proving c works for R. The key step at this point is to extend a coefficient field of R to get a map (R, m) -> (R', m') in such a way that R' is a faithfully flat, purely inseparable extension of R with Gorenstein fibers, the ramification of primes is controlled, and the Frobenius endomorphism of R' is a module-finite map. This allows the application of the following theorem to R'. (See [HH3] for a definition of strongly F-regular -the point is that regular rings are strongly Fregular [HH3, Theorem 3.1c] , so that if c is in the defining ideal of the singular locus for R then Rc is strongly F-regular.) Theorem l.D [HH3] . Let R be a Noetherian domain of characteristic p such that Rxlp is module-finite over R. Then every element c' e R° such that Rc> is strongly F-regular has a power that is a test element.
More precisely, c' has a power c such that there is an R-linear map h: Rx/p -» R that sends 1 to c, and for c e R° with this property such that Rc is strongly F-regular, c3 is a test element.
Note that given such a c and map h (whether or not Rx/p is finite over R) we get that c(IRxlp D R) C / for every ideal I C R. Write x = £ hr)IP and then xc = xh(l) = h(x) = h(Y^ ijr)lP) = ^ ijh(r)lp) e I.
This fact suggests trying to prove that if an element in the defining ideal of the singular locus kills /rth-root closure (which recall is contained in tight closure) then its cube is a test element. Following two lemmas, we show in Theorem 1.2 that this is true in an excellent ring and the test element is completely stable.
Lemma l.E [HH2] . Suppose that R c S is faithfully flat and that c e R° is a completely stable q'-weak test element for S. Then c is a completely stable q'-weak test element for R. Lemma 1.1. Let R be an analytically unramified local ring (i.e., R is reduced) and assume c e R kills pth-root closure for all m-primary ideals in R. Then c has the same property for R.
Proof. Every m-ft-primary ideal is extended from R. Let J = IR he mRprimary where / c R is m-primary. Then K = JRx/pnR is also w^?-primary so is extended from R, say K = WR .IfweW then wp e J^R nR = lW. Thus w e IRX'P n R. Hence, cK = cWR C c(IRxlp nR)RClR = J. □ Theorem 1.2. Let R be a Noetherian domain of characteristic p . Assume that for all maximal ideals m such that Rm is not regular the map Rm -> Rm is regular, e.g., R excellent. Let c e R° be such that Rc is regular and suppose that for all ideals I c R primary to a maximal ideal we have c(IRxlp n R) c /. Then c3 is a completely stable test element.
Proof. By Proposition 1 .B and the ensuing remark we need to show that c3/1 is a completely stable test element in Rm for every maximal ideal of R . Note that the given condition for c localizes at maximal ideals because taking pth roots commutes with localization and all mRm -primary ideals are extended from R . If Rm is regular then every nonzero element is a completely stable test element.
Thus we have reduced to the case of (R, m) a local domain such that the map to the completion is regular. By [Ma, (33.B) , Lemma 2], R is reduced. By Lemma 1.1 the element c kills /rth-root closure for all wi?-primary ideals. By Lemma l.E we need to show that c3 is a completely stable test element in R. Hence we may assume that (R, m) is a complete, reduced local ring, Rc is regular, and c kills /rth-root closure for all m-primary ideals. It is easy to see that this last condition ensures that c kills /rth-root closure for all ideals I c R. Let x e IRxlp n R. Then for all / > 0, x e (I + m')Rxlp n R so cx e D/(/ + m') = I.
The property that c kills /rth-root closure commutes with localization, and since R is complete, it is excellent. Thus (Rp)c is regular [Ma, (33.E) , Lemma 4 and (33.B), Lemma 2], and by our above arguments the image of c in RP kills /rth-root closure, for every prime P in R. Renaming RP as R again we need to show that c3 is a test element.
We claim that c2(IRx/qnR) C / for all ideals 7 and for all q > 0. This can be seen by induction on e, where q = pe . The case e = 1 is our hypothesis. Now assume that the claim holds for q' (for all ideals) and let q = pq'. Let x e IRxlq r\R. Then x" e llPxRxlq' n7? so by our induction hypothesis c2xp e 7^1. Hence cpx" e IM and taking pth roots yields that cxeIRx<pr\R. Thus c(cx) = c2x e I.
To complete the proof of the first statement let x e I * . By Theorem 1 .A some power (which we may assume is a power of p) of c is a test element, say cqo. Then cq°xq° e I[qo] from which it follows that cx e IRl/q° n R. Now, by the above claim c2(cx) = cix el. □ Thus, one approach to finding global test elements is to find such elements described above. More specifically, we would like to show that every element in the defining ideal of the singular locus of an excellent domain has a power that kills /rth-root closures for all ideals. Unfortunately this approach seems no more tractable than looking for test elements outright.
In excellent rings of small dimension we do have test elements as the following theorem shows. (The essence of the argument for dimension two is Hochster's.) Theorem 1.3. Let R be an excellent domain of dimension less than or equal to 2. Let I be the defining ideal of the singular locus. Then every nonzero element of I has a power that is a completely stable test element. Proof. If dim R = 0 then R is a field (thus regular) and every nonzero element is a test element. If dim 7? = 1 then 7 ^ 0 is contained in only finitely many maximal ideals, say mi, ... , mt. Let eel.
For m £ {mx, ... , mt], Rm is regular, hence F-regular, so c/1 is a completely stable test element. For each m,, some power of c/l is a completely stable test element for Rm by Theorem l.A, so taking c to the maximal such power and applying Proposition l.B we see that some power of c is a completely stable test element for R .
Suppose that R has dimension 2. Let S he the integral closure of R. S is a module-finite 7^-module because R is excellent. Let J c S he the defining ideal of the singular locus. Then ht J > 2 since the normality of S ensures that Sp is a discrete valuation domain for all height one primes of S. By a similar argument to the one given above ( J is contained in only finitely many maximal ideals of S), every element of J has a power that is a completely stable test element for S. Now, let eel. Then Rc is regular, hence integrally closed, thus the map Rc -> Sc is an isomorphism. Thus Sc is regular and hence c e J. Because 5 is a finite /^-module there is a power of c, say c' such that c!S c 7? and (possibly enlarging the power) we may assume that cl is a completely stable test element for S. To simplify notation we replace cl by c. Now let W C R he an ideal and suppose that x e W * . Then x e (WS) * so cx € WS. Thus c(cx) = c2x e W. Hence c2 is a test element for R. In particular c2 kills /rth-root closure for 7? so by Theorem 1.2 (c2)3 = c6 is a completely stable test element for R . □ From the proof of Theorem 1.3 it is clear that when trying to prove this statement in higher dimensions we may pass to the integral closure. Thus the first open case is a three-dimensional excellent normal domain whose singular locus has height two.
Remark. The assumption of excellence in Theorem 1.3 can be weakened; however, unlike Theorem l.A, more than just the assumption of regular fibers is necessary (for our proof) as we use the finiteness of integral closure.
The uniform Artin-Rees property for 3-dimensional domains
Definitions. We say that the Noetherian ring R has the uniform Artin-Rees property if for every pair of finitely generated 7^-modules N C M, there exists an integer k = k(M, N) such that for all 7 C R and for all n>k, InMnN c I"~kN. We say then that N c. M has uniform number k .
Huneke's paper [Hu] shows that many rings satisfy the uniform Artin-Rees property, for instance algebras essentially of finite type over local rings [Hu, Theorem 4.12] . A slightly different uniform Artin-Rees condition concerning bounds for all maximal ideals is demonstrated for excellent rings in [DO] .
Both Theorem l.A and [Hu, Theorem 4.12] are results for local rings that ought to hold for excellent global rings. Given R excellent (and an element c e R such that Rc is regular if we are trying to obtain test elements or N C M finitely generated .R-modules if we are investigating the uniform Artin-Rees property) we may apply each theorem for Rm for each maximal ideal m to obtain an integer k(m) (where ck(m) is a completely stable test element for Rm or for all Rm-ideals I'mMmr\Nm c l'~ Nm ). If, given a maximal ideal m we could find a small enough open set U C MaxSpec(7?) such that k(m') < k(m) for all m' e U, then we could use the quasi-compactness of the Zariski topology on MaxSpec( R ) to obtain a global bound. Theorem 1.3 can be used to give a new proof of [Hu, Theorem 5.11] in the positive characteristic case. We state the theorem and sketch a proof below.
Theorem 2.1 [Hu] . Let R be an excellent three-dimensional domain. Then R has the uniform Artin-Rees property.
Theorem 2.1 follows from [Hu, Remark 4.11] , which reduces to the case that R has infinite residue fields, and License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 2.2 [cf. Hu, Theorem 3.4] . Let R be a universally catenary Noetherian ring of finite Krull dimension having infinite residue fields. Assume that for all prime ideals P C 7?, R/P has a completely stable test element. Then R has the uniform Artin-Rees property. Furthermore, if R is a domain then we need only assume that R/P has the above properties for all nonzero primes.
In order to make this note somewhat self-contained we introduce some notation and sketch several proofs from [Hu] .
Definition. Let R he a Noetherian ring. For k > 0 define Tk(R) = f|" / I"~k '■ (In) , where the intersection is over all n > 0 and all 7 C R and J is the integral closure of J. Now we define T(R) = (jk Tk(R).
The connection between test elements and the ideal T(R) is given by the next theorem.
Proposition 2.B [Hu, Proposition 4.7i and proof] . Suppose the reduced Noetherian ring R has characteristic p and is finite dimensional. Assume that R has a test element c. Then c e T(R).
We need to discuss the concept of phantom homology in [HH1, HH4] . First we will need several definitions.
Definition. Let 7? be a Noetherian ring. The minheight of 7 C R, minht/? / is min{ ht I(R/P) : P is a minimal prime of R}.
Remark. [HH4, Proposition 2.2f] says that if R is universally catenary and S is faithfully flat over R then minht^ 7 = minhts IS.
Definitions. Let (G,, f,) be a finite complex of finitely generated free modules. By I(fi) we mean the ideal generated by the determinantal rank size minors of a matrix of fi (this is independent of the matrix). We say that G, satisfies the standard conditions on rank and minheight if rank fi + rank /j_ i = rank (7, and minht I(fi) > / for / > 1 . (For more information, see [HH1, § §9.6, 9.7; HH4, §2] .) Note that the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud criterion for exactness [BE] says that G, is acyclic if and only if G. satisfies the standard conditions on rank and depth. [HH4, Theorem 3.22] , the phantom acyclicity criterion, says (a great deal more than) that if R is a finite-dimensional image of a Gorenstein ring and if 67. <g> Rred satisfies the standard conditions on rank and minheight then any test element c for R kills 77,(G.) for / > 1 .
The next lemma may be considered an addition to the list given in [Hu, Proposition 4.5] .
Lemma 2.3. Let R be a universally catenary Noetherian domain with a completely stable test element c. Let 67. be a finite complex of finitely generated free modules satisfying the standard conditions on rank and height. Then c77,(67.) = 0 fior all /> 1.
Proof. The question is local on maximal ideals so we may assume that R is local. Since R is universally catenary minht IR = minht 7 (which equals ht 7 because R is a domain) for all ideals 7 c R. Thus 67. ® (R)Ted satisfies the standard conditions on rank and height so c77,(67. <8> /?) = 0. By the faithful flatness of 7J, c77,(G.) = 0 for j > 1. □ Lemma 2.4 (cf. [Hu, Lemma 3.3] ). Let R = S/P where S is universally catenary. Assume that the image of c e S is a completely stable test element for R. Also, assume that the pair P + cS c S satisfies the uniform Artin-Rees property with uniform number k . Let J be any ideal of S generated by elements ai, ... ,ad such that htJR>d.
Then J" n P C Jn~kP for all n > k. We now outline a proof of Theorem 2.2 corresponding to Huneke's proof of [Hu, Theorem 3.4] . It is easy to reduce to showing that the uniform Artin-Rees property holds for all pairs P C R where P is prime [Hu, Proposition 2.2] . By induction on the dimension of the quotient we may assume that uniform ArtinRees holds for all N C M such that dim M/N < dimR/P.
In particular, let c € 7? be an element whose image in R/P is a test element. Then the uniform Artin-Rees property holds for P + cRC R, say with uniform number k. We use ' to denote images in R' = R/P. By Proposition 2.B we know that c' e Tt(R/P) for some t. We claim that the pair P c R has uniform number 2k + t+l. [Hu, Proposition 2.3] shows that we only need to show the uniform ArtinRees property for ideals primary to a maximal ideal. Let 7 be w-primary. Let / = dim R'm . Then we can find K C R such that KR'm is a minimal reduction of IR'm and elements ai,...
, a\ e K such that if J = (ai, ... , a/) then JR'm = KR'm and ht JR'>1. Now Proposition 2.4 shows that J"nPC Jn~kP for all n >k .
Note that K' c 7' and they have the same integral closure (they were chosen this way in R'm and the same is true in R' since they are w'-primary). Since c' is a nonzero element of Tt(R'), c'TJ7") c (K')"'1 n (c') C (7C')"~'~V (the last containment follows from uniform Artin-Rees for P + cR c 7?). Thus JW) C (K')"-'-k , from which we may conclude that (I")m C (Jn-'~k)m + Pm for all n > t + k.
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We may now apply [Hu, Lemma 3 .1] to Rm and then using the fact that 7 is m-primary, obtain the uniform Artin-Rees property for the pair P C R.
Putting together Theorems 1.3 and 2.2 yields the proof of Theorem 2.1.
